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VIA E-MAIL AND U.S. MAIL 

Greg Shoop 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street, Rm. 621 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 

Re: 	Council File No. 14-0869 (the "Project") 
Loss of Use and Legal Conforming Status of Storm Park 

Dear Greg: 

We represent L&B CIP South Bay Industrial, LLC, ("L&B") owner of the 
industrial building complex known as Storm Parkway Industrial Park ("Storm Park"). Storm 
Park consists of eight industrial buildings' immediately abutting the proposed residential 
development for the property located at 1307 –1313 W. Sepulveda Boulevard (the "Project 
Site"), with several tenants conducting heavy industrial activities outdoors and adjacent to the 
Project Site, in compliance with the Los Angeles Municipal Code. The Project, if approved, 
would eliminate the conduct of certain uses that otherwise constitute nuisances, but the M3 
zoning designation permits under certain circumstances that currently exist at Storm Park and the 
Project Site. Thus, upon development of the Project, the current uses at Storm Park would 
become legally non-conforming and must cease within one year, representing a de facto re-
zoning of Storm Park, as well as the Project Site, and resulting in a regulatory taking with 
potentially substantial damages. 

1. 	Residential Development Comparisons Provided by the Applicant do not Apply. 

The Applicant's representations have carefully limited their discussion of rezoning 
efforts to manufacturing zones in general, which avoids the primary issue confronting Storm 
Park. The City has not recently approved a rezone of or adjacent to M3 land. 

(a) 	The Examples of Rezones Provided by the Applicant Concern the M2 Zone. 

The examples most recently provided by the Applicant's representative—Ord. 
174114/Avalon Bay apartments on Beatrice Street, all three apartment conversions in Canoga 

' 1301 W. Storm. Parkway, 23023 Normandie Avenue, 1300 W. Storm Parkway, 1320 W. Storm Parkway, 1347 W. 
Storm Parkway, 1315 W. Storm. Parkway, 1338 W. 228th Street and 22815 Frampton Avenue. 
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Park/Warner Center—do not involve M3-zoned properties and therefore do not present similar 
use rights, patterns, or potential for the loss of property rights as Storm Park, the Project Site, and 
surrounding properties. 

Each of the Warner Center properties involves property designated (WC)C/I 
(Warner Center, Commercial/Industrial) in the Warner Center Specific Plan (Ords. 174.061 and 
174,881). The surrounding properties were similarly designated. The C/I zone is the equivalent 
of the M2 zone, as demonstrated by the plain language of Section 7.C.8(a)(1) of the Specific 
Plan, which allowed "[a]ny use permitted in the C2, MR1, MI and M2 Zones, as specified in 
LAMC Sections 12.14, 12.17.5, 12.17.6, and 12.19, respectively," with certain further limitations 
and provisions for residential development provided in the Specific Plan. Also, as demonstrated 
in the aerial photographs provided by the Applicant, none of the developments occurred within 
or adjacent to an M3 zone or with outdoor heavy manufacturing activities conducted nearby. In 
the case of the Warner Center developments, the properties in question were designated by the 
Warner Center Specific Plan, which does not contain n Heavy Industrial or equivalent zone. 

Similarly, the Avalon Bay apartments site provided by the Applicant is zoned M2, 
as is the surrounding area. Therefore, that project also does not present a comparable scenario or 
provide a valid comparison. 

(b) 	The M3 Zoning of the Project Site and Storm Park is Distinct from the M2 
Zoning Present at the Applicant's Examples. 

The defining characteristic of the M3 zone is the provision for heavy industrial 
uses—particularly outdoor uses—that are otherwise considered nuisances and are prohibited 
within 500 feet of a more restrictive zone. See LAMC § 12.20 A.6. The M2 zone includes no 
similar provision. 

Prominent companies located in Storm Park include the Los Angeles Times, All 
Access Staging, MK Diamond, and Eastland Forrester, among others. These otherwise 
prohibited uses are currently permitted at Storm Park and on the surrounding M3-zoned land, 
and several of these uses currently occur at Storm Park. As described in our prior 
correspondence, activity in Storm Park takes place during day and nighttime hours, much of 
which is heavy manufacturing and distribution of product with heavy trucks. Specific uses 
include open storage of materials and equipment, including acetylene; and metal fabrication. 

2. 	The City's Approval of the Project Would, in Effect, Rezone the Storm Park and 
Surrounding Properties, Depriving Them of an Existing Property Right. 

The outdoor uses described above and permitted in the M3 zone only remain 
permitted unless and until a more restrictive zone is designated within 500 feet. LAMC § 12.20 
A.6(c). As development of the Project would include re-zoning the Project Site from M3-1VL 
(Heavy Industrial) to C2- 1 L (Commercial), a substantially more restrictive zone than M3, the 
rezoning would render the existing uses at Storm Park non-conforming. As a result of this non- 
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conformance, the LAMC also would require cessation of the existing and permitted outdoor 
uses within one year n  of becoming non-conforming. LAMC § 12.20 A.6. The prohibition 
against these uses eliminates a key distinguishing land use right of the M3 zone, resulting in an 
immediate loss, rendering Storm Park nearly indistinguishable from M2-zoned property, and 
substantially devaluing —both immediately and in the long-term—all M3-zoned property within 
500 feet of the Project Site, including Storm Park. 

As the rezone included in the Project would eliminate a substantial and vested 
property right from Storm Park and surrounding M3-zoned property, and would therefore 
substantially interfere with reasonable, investment-backed expectations as to the use of Storm 
Park, for which Storm Park (and likely others) will suffer substantial damages and will look to 
the City for just compensation, in accordance with the law. Penn Central Transp, Co. v. City of 
New York, 438 U.S. 104 (1978) (addressing regulatory takings and applying the standard 
described above); Lingle v. Chevron USA., 544 U.S. 528, 539-40 (2005) (applying Penn 
Central based on the "magnitude of a regulation's economic impact and the degree to which it 
interferes with legitimate property interests."); First English Evangelical Lutheran Church v. 
County of Los Angeles, 482 U.S. 304 (1987) (just compensation required for takings, including 
temporary takings). 

Thus, not only is the entire project wholly inappropriate at this location, it would 
result in direct, immediate, and substantial losses for which the City would become liable. 

ery truly yours, 

BENJA 	M. REZNIK of 
Jeffer neels Butler & Mitchell LLP 

cc: 	Kelli Bernard, Office of the Mayor 
William Chun, Office of the Mayor 
Joe Buscaino, Councilmember, CD 15 
Heather Anderson, Community Planning Deputy, CD 15 
Terry Kaufman-Macias, Office of the City Attorney 
Lisa Webber, Deputy Planning Director 
Dan Scott, Principal City Planner 

2  One possible six-month extension to comply is possible. LAMC § 12.20 A.6(c). 
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